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Abstract: This paper studies a covering problem on graph which is a variant of facility location 
problem. In this research, constraints are considered to improve the previous model. These constraints 
have not considered previously. The first constraint limits the capacity of the facilities and the other 
one considers different coverage distances. The objective is to determine the optimal subset of 
candidate vertices for facility location, the different coverage distances and also is to assign edges to 
facilities which are located on vertices. We assumed that must covered by one or both adjacent 
vertices. Subjecting the model to capacity constraint converts the set covering problem in to maximal 
covering problem. This paper applies these two types of constraints and presents a new mixed integer 
linear model. It is also proposed a novel heuristic algorithm for generating the initial solution of Meta 
heuristic methods. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Generally, Covering problems are divided into two main classes: total covering problems, known as the set 
covering problem (SC), which consist of covering all demand points with the minimum number of facilities and 
maximal covering problems (MC), which consist of covering a maximum number of demand points with a fixed 
number of facilities. The set covering problems are divided in to three sets: Set covering problem in planar, in 
network and in graph. In planar form the objective is minimizing the trip costs for finding one or more desirable 
points. The new facilities are located in continues space. But in network and graph forms, we must decide in 
discrete space, thus at first with considering environmental conditions and existent constraints, several desirable 
points are selected as candidate points on graph (network), then the best places are chosen among candidate 
places. 

In many location problems, providing consumer demands is depends on the distance between consumers 
and facilitate. SC and MC are the location models in graph form, in such circumstances are applied. We in using 
these models supposed when consumer demands (the edges in graph) is covered, which consumer time interval 
or spatial with supplier points be less than or equal to predetermined coverage distance. 

The SC model was presented in 1971, for covering all demand points with the minimum number of 
facilities (Toregas et al, 1971). The cost of locating facilities is calculated by the SC model often are much 
higher than the number of available funds and also it (SC) doesn’t consider the value of edge demands, Hence 
SC model has been criticized. In order to resolve these two deficiencies, MC model was presented by Church 
(1974). The MC model consists of covering a maximum number of demand points with a fixed number of 
facilities. 

Schilling provided a detailed review of the covering models in facility location (Schilling et al, 1993). 
Using the classification proposed, covering problems are divided into two main classes: set covering model and 
maximal covering model (Daskin et al, 1995). Karasakal et al, discussed a maximal covering location model in 
the presence of partial coverage. They allowed the coverage to change from ‘‘covered” to ‘‘not-covered” within 
a distance range sing an arbitrary covering decay function (Karasakal et al, 2004). 

Besides many researches that have considered vertex covering, some studies have discussed edge covering. 
The total edge covering problem is a special case of total covering problem in which one seeks for the optimal 
subset of vertices that cover the edges. In the total edge covering problem it is assumed that the entire edge is 
covered by only one facility (Daskin , 1995). Fallah et al, (2009) considered previous problem with the 
objective of determining a subset of vertices from given graph. Bhatia et al, (1998) examined an edge covering 
problem with dynamic edge length. Guha et al, (2003) investigated a variant of capacitated total edge covering 
problem in which each edge assumed to be covered by one of its own vertices and the capacity of the facilities is 
finite. One stream of research investigated the hierarchical covering problem where a set of different possible 
coverage radii is given and two possible objectives apply (Daskin and Stern, 1981; Church and Eaton, 1987). 
The maximal expected covering problem (where there is some uncertainty about whether a demand point will be 
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covered) is investigated by Daskin (1983) and Batta et al., (1989). Carrizosa and Plastria, (1998) and Plastria 
and Carrizosa, (1999) studied covering problems with varying radii. In their models the coverage radius is the 
same for all facilities. They develop the efficient frontier between the covering radius and the maximal cover 
with that radius. In one version of the problem (Berman and Krass, 2002) the proportion of the demand covered 
is a decreasing stepwise function of the coverage radius. In another study, is proposed a covering problem where 
the covering radius of a facility is controlled by the decision-maker and the cost of achieving a certain covering 
distance is assumed to be a monotonically increasing function of the distance and the objective was to cover all 
demand points at a minimum cost by finding optimal number, locations and coverage radii for the facilities. 

Fallah et al., (2009), investigated a variant of the total edge covering problem where in the aim is to 
determine a set of vertices of a given graph which cover all edges. They also considered an additional 
requirement in which each edge should be covered only by one of two adjacent vertices. We follow Fallah 
research thus we consider previous problem with finite capacity in facilities and different coverage distances, 
which each edge must be covered at least with one or both of its adjacent vertices that this condition was not 
considered in fallah research. We present a new mixed integer linear model with considering mentioned 
constraints and also present a heuristic algorithm for generating the initial solution of Meta heuristic methods. 

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: new mathematical formulation is presented 
in section 2. In section 3, heuristic algorithm for making initial solution of Meta heuristic algorithm is presented. 
Computational result of presented model and solved example for heuristic algorithm are presented in section 4. 
Conclusion and future work come in section 5. 
 
Mathematical Formulation: 

In this section, we proposed a new mathematical model. Because of adding two mentioned constraints, the 
set covering problem converts to maximal covering problem. The maximal covering location problem (MCLP) 
addresses the issue of a predefined number of facilities in order to maximize the number of demand points that 
can be covered. This model maximizes the coverage of the demand points by determining one of the selected 
facility sites, which ensures maximum coverage level for each demand point. 

 
Decision Variables and Parameters of Problem: 

For making new mathematical model, we introduced the following notation: 
 
Decision Variables: 

ijx a binary variable. ijx is equal to 1 if a facility j is located at vertex i ; 0 otherwise. 

ijkly a binary variable. ijkly is equal to 1 if the facility j  located at vertex i covers edge ),( lk vv  through kv ; 

0 otherwise. 

ijr The unknown coverage distance for facility j  in vertex i  
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Problem Parameters: 

In our formulation there are several parameters that are described with detail as follows: 
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 p     The number of facility thatbe located at vertices 

kld  The length of edge  lk vv ,
 

kla  The demand of edge  lk vv ,
 

ijv
 

The capacity of facility j be located at vertex i
 

Each vertex represents a potential location for setting up a facilities and the edge linking vertex i  to 
j indicate the path with distributed demand. We assumed that the demand on the path i  to j  is continual, 

certain and constant. It is assumed that the capacity of a facility is limited and the coverage distances are 
variable. Also each edge must be covered only by two owner adjacent vertices. 
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Mixed Integer Linear Model: 
In this section, our mixed integer linear model for host problem with finite capacity in facilities and 

different coverage distances are presented as follows: 
Subject to: 
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  12 ,...,1,...,11,0 njniyijkl 
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Objective (1) maximizes the total number of covered edges. Constraint (2) ensures that the total number of 

sited facilities is lesser than p. constraint (3) ensures that in each vertex only one facility could be located. 
Constraint (4) ensures that each facility must be located just in one vertex. Constraint (5) states that if facility j 
located in vertex i, then it could covers the edge  lk vv , . Constraint (6) shows that coverage distance equal to 

maximum of length of edge that covered by facility j, for having different coverage distance, this constraint is 
added to previous model. Constraint (7) is the supplement to constraint (4) and ensures that edge  lk vv , by 

facility j covered or not covered. Constraint (8) ensures that the total of covered edges demand by facility j are 
lesser than capacity of facility j, for having facilities with finite capacity, this constraint added to previous 
model. Constraints (9), (10) and (11) determine the domain on decision variables. 

The optimal solutions can be obtained via commercial solvers, e.g. LINGO.  
The solution procedure and the computational results for MCLP are presented in the following sections. 
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Heuristic Algorithm: 
The set covering problems are NP-hard (Naimi et al, 2010) and solving these problems with optimizing 

software is time consuming, for this reason we present heuristic algorithm described in 10 steps as follows: 
 
Step 1: according to given graph, compose distance and demand matrix. Input the matrix of capacity of 

potential facilities. Select the row that has the most non-zero elements (the vertex with largest degree); 
if it is exclusive, go to step 4, otherwise go to step3. 

Step 2: through potential facilities select the facility that has maximum capacity. If it is once, go to step 4, 
otherwise go to step5. 

Step 3: select the row that has the most total and go to step 2. 
Step 4: assign the facility that has maximum capacity to the vertex with the highest degree and go to step 6. 
Step 5: select one of the facility randomly, then go to step 4. 
Step 6: consider kld in terms of ascending and assign the demand of edges to j-th facility that was assigned to 

vertex i. if the demand of lk edge is equal or less than the capacity of j-th facility, go to step 7. 
Otherwise go to step 8. 

Step 7: replace zero with demand of lk and kl in demand matrix an equivalent element in distance matrix. 
Update the capacity of facility k with: klkk avv  . If all demand of k-th row are considered, go to step 

9. Otherwise go to step6. 
Step 8: update the demand of lk and kl with: jklkl vaa  .  

Step 9: through changed capacity in this step, put the largest equivalent element in distance matrix in jr and go 

to step 10. 
Step 10: in capacity of candidate facility matrix, replace the capacity of facility that was selected with zero and 

put all non-zero dkl  in k-th row equal to zero. If all elements of capacity matrix or demand matrix 
become zero, stop. Otherwise go to step1. 

 
Numerical Experiments and Analysis: 
Appling Heuristic Algorithm on Given Graph: 

In this section we use heuristic algorithm (Figure1) that presented in the last section and solve the given 
graph (Figure2) in the Naimis paper (2010). The problem data used in this experiment are generated randomly 
by random function in EXCLE. Data pairs representing the demand points are generated from a uniform 
distribution within the ranges [20, 100]. Data for the capacity of potential facility sites are drawn from the same 
distribution within the ranges [30,100] and for the data for the length of edges are generated in the same way 
within the range [20,100]. 

 
Table 1: Data. 

vk aij dij 
v1=29 a12=36 d12=76 
v2=63 a23=42 d23=27 
v3=94 a34=50 d34=78 
v4=24 a45=69 d45=18 
v5=68 a25=36 d25=54 
v6=70 a26=67 d26=42 

 a26=40 d26=18 

 
Table 2: Results of solved example. 

Yijkl y2621 y2623 y5354 y5352 y2625 y5356 y6565 y6562 y2626 
Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Xij X26 x53 x65 

Value 1 1 1 
 

rij r26 r53 r65 
value 76 54 42 

 
The results of applying this heuristic algorithm as following: 

Iteration 1: facility 3th was located in vertex B and its coverage distance was calculated 42. The termination 
criterion in this iteration was completion of capacity of facility before covering all demands. 

Iteration 2: facility 6th was located in vertex E and its coverage distance was calculated 18. The termination 
criterion in this iteration was completion of capacity of facility before covering all demands. 

Iteration 3: facility 5th was located in vertex C and its coverage distance was calculated 78. The termination 
criterion in this iteration was covering all demands. 
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Iteration 4: facility 2th was located in vertex A and its coverage distance was calculated 76. 
Iteration 5: facility 1th was located in vertex F and its coverage distance was calculated 18. 

 
At the end of algorithm we found 5facilities were located in 5 vertices, but because of being finite the 

capacity of facilities, all demands couldn’t be covered perfectly. Starting solve from a good initial solution, the 
search method moves at each iteration from the current solution to the best one in a subset of its neighborhood. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Heuristic Algorithm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Given Graph. 
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Solving Proposed Model: 
In order to illustrate the application of the presented model and to find out how effective it is, we applied 

our model on the graph that illustrated in previous section. To our knowledge there is no prior research, hence 
there are no test problem instances to benchmark. So we considered the given graph in Naimis paper (2010) (the 
problem that described in last section). The optimal solutions obtained via commercial solvers, e.g. LINGO 8.0. 
The results of computational experiments are presented in Table 2. 

As we described,
 ijx is equal to 1 if a facility j is located at vertex i , according to these results, facility 6-

th was located in vertex 2, facility 3-th was located in vertex 5 and facility 5-th was located in vertex 6 and 
remained facilities not located. In this assignment we can see the model used the facilities with a large capacity 
(v3=94, v5=68, v6=70) and located them in the vertices with higher degree so with this method of assignment, 
there is no requirement to use remained facilities and it is good for expenditures too. The coverage distance of 
facility is equal to maximum of length of edge that covered by facility j, this issue was considered in obtained 
answer too, thus: the coverage distance 6-th facility was calculated 76, for facility 3-th was calculated 54 and for 
facility 5-th was calculated 48. We know that, ijkly is equal to 1 if the facility j  located at vertex i covers edge 

),( lk vv  through kv ,So the 21,23,25,26 edges were covered by facility 6-th in vertex 2, the 54,52,56 edges were 

covered by facility 3-th in vertex 5 and the 65,62 edges were covered by facility 5-th in vertex 6.  
Results show that the proposed mathematical model can solve problems similar to this, with various sizes in 

the number of edges and vertices. In all problems the model can consider limitations and will determine the 
optimal subset of candidate vertices for facility location, the different coverage distances and assigning edges to 
facilities which are located on vertices (the objectives of problem). It is clear that proposed model was 
prosperous in achieving to all objectives. 

 
Conclusion and Future Works: 

This article addressed the new kind of set covering problem which has two constraints: finite capacity and 
different coverage distance for facilities. Due to finite capacity in facilities, set covering problem was converted 
to maximal covering problem. In this new problem we supposed that each edge must be covered by one or both 
of adjacent vertices. We formulated the problem as a new mixed integer linear model and for solving it we used 
the commercial solvers, LINGO 8.0, to get optimal solution. The main parameters influencing the size 
complexity of the problem are the number of edges and vertices, so solving different size of this problem with 
LINGO are time consuming. For this reason heuristic algorithm was presented for generating the initial solution 
of Meta heuristic methods. We tested this heuristic algorithm with numerical example. Considering the initial 
solution of presented heuristic algorithm and improve it by Meta heuristic methods can be studied in upcoming 
researches. 
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